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Rean schwarzer age



Put it on hold, it looks like Millium wants to tell you something. Hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, White Rabbit here! Lammy scanned this article and said it contains unmarked spoilers for all Trails games. Turn back now if you don't want to get a laser! All right, bye! Ashen Chevalier[JP 1]Ashen Awakener
May, S.1186[Additional 1] Instructor, LeevesAlumnus Thors Fishing, Visiting Hot Springs Tea, Fishing, snowboarding, hot springs and his family 173 cm (CS1, CS2)178 cm (CS3)[Additional 2] Lilak (normal)Red (ogre) Black (normal)White (ogre) Tachi Fire, Time Slash Thrust Pierce Strike Strike S — –
Tachi Slash Trails Push dash Strike SS — — — — — Rean Schwarzeneggerァ (き騎 はいいろ 灰 , is the protagonist of Cold Steel Steel , II, III and IV. He will be introduced as a class VII member of thors military academy. The profile of Rean was raised against the son of Schwarzer Barony in the
northern region of Erebonia. He enrolls in thors military academy at the age of 17, where he deepens his ties with his friends as a Class VII center. He will then be chosen as the Awakening and become known ashen Chevalier. After graduating from Thors, he takes up a class VII instructor: special
operations on thors branch campus. Pointing to their students, Rean teams up with his old friends to deal with a disaster that captures the entire empire and the surrounding nations. As the saga unfolds, he learns the details surrounding his birth, how he ended up as the baron's adopted son and the
unknown power that is within him, which, at the mercy of fate, contributes to his growth as a man. A personality of Kind, sociable, easygoing and modest guilt, Rean is about as upright as they come. He is incredibly supportive, often helping people (friends or otherwise) with their various problems, often
going through extreme lengths to fill out applications. He is a born leader, often taking the initiative when a group faces a problem, relying on their good instincts and deductive thinking skills to get through them. But despite putting a confident front, Rean has a shockingly small amount of self-esteem,
often tough on himself and trying to spread credit to others. He also can't reconcile the love that his family has with him, often considers himself a burden, trying one day to pay back his parents for taking care of them, unable to understand that his parents unconditionally love him. He also has a tendency
to put others on himself, often to his detriment. Jusis points out that his tendency to do so is more than abnormal than virtuous. He holds himself back when struggling due to the fear of losing control and accidentally hurting someone with his power. It is able to slowly match its flaws within Cold Steel I
&amp;amp; II, finally learn to accept the love that people have for him and accept his unknown power extension himself. He's too defensive against Elise, saying: he doesn't just let every man be with him and just snaps even the slightest violations (like a simple stroke) against him. Rean matures a lot
after the events of the first two Cold Steel games. Although his main personality is more or less the same, it is largely tempered by his experience in the military. He understands more about the people and the world around him, and makes a point of looking at things beneath the surface. He is more
forthright than before, and he tends to pronounce uncomfortable truths rather than benes them (for example, when he tells Kurt his sword skills and lack of resolve are not enough to help him with his mission). As a teacher, his kindness and simple nature are complemented by high expectations and a
desire to maximize the potential of each student. He fiercely defends them, and while this often manifests itself in the desire to help them overcome any obstacle that may be on their way, his over-protection can lead to his ability to make questionable decisions to ensure their safety. Within Cold Steel III,
he learns to evade his overs defense against them and truly trust his students as comrades. He shows great concern to students outside of their class as well and is always willing to lend an ear to any student who needs it. Rean is surprisingly competitive, often putting his all winning races. He
admonishes Group B of his kurdish class in his previous field study and encourages them to work together, turning to their pride. He expresses a sleaze when he loses his opponent during minigames. He also strongly believes in diligentness, and although he is always willing to help students in need, he
also expects his students to work hard to achieve their goals. Rean is fond of fishing and enjoys snowboarding; he even helped build Ymir's snowboarding course as a child. The indescribable R costume sets cold steel II &amp; III to make it clear that Rean was quite imaginative as a child. Childhood
greeting, beautiful. Can I have a moment of your time? Keep in mind that cold steel III and IV runway spoilers may occur in the following section. Click on [Show] on the right if the show needs to continue. Goodbye, amigos! Giliath and Kasia Osborne with their newborn son Rean. (Cold Steel Tracks III)
Rean Schwarzer was born in May s.1187 as the son of military officer Giliath Osborne and his wife Kasia. Lianne is watching over Giliaa, Kasia and Ran. In his early childhood, Rean grew up in Heimdaller, where he lived peacefully with his parents. Their peaceful life abruptly ended when General Rudolf
Arundel and his noble faction in the Imperial Army aggressively took a pro-war stance only to make a name for themselves. [1] Osborne has learned of his plans, but may do more than warn his fellow officers. [1] Osborne holds the mortally wounded Reani, with a dying woman by his side. Cold Steel IV)
Arundel's faction responded by having a similar jaeger corps attack on their home in the suburb of Heimdallr. Late nights, his house was on fire. [1] Osborne sped home and found Rean fatally wounded, invaded by debris near his heart. Rean's mother begged, with her last breath, to make sure that their
son at least survived the attack. [1] Ishmelga welcomes Osborne. (Trails of cold steel IV) Osborne begged both the goddess and the demon to save his son. [2] Ishmelga responded by saying that he had been waiting for these words for two centuries. [2] Osborne sacrificed his mind and body to be the
awakening of the ismelga-black Deus-Excellion jet-black Deus-Excellion. In return, Ishmelga secured The Rean's survival by transplanting Osborne's heart into Ran's body, an opportunity that was enabled by their wake-up show. [1] [2] There we are, the end of spoilers. Save time and there's a lot of me.
Howdy, beautiful. Can I have a moment of your time? Keep in mind that cold steel II and III runway spoilers may occur in the following section. Click on [Show] on the right if the show needs to continue. Goodbye, amigos! Baron Schwarzer took Ran to his household and raised the boy with his wife Lucia
and their three-year-old daughter Elise. Because Rean had no memory before abandoning him, he had no idea if he was born at first with a noble, commoner, or even a Erebonian. This sparked some controversy among baron's fellow nobles and many rumors spread about Rean's son. Nonetheless,
throughout Rean's upbringing, Schwarzers remained a kind and supportive family. In S.1196, at the age of 9, Rean experienced a traumatic incident. [Additional 3] [Note 2] When the monster approached his adoptive sister, she was overcome with overwhelming anger. Some power, called the power of his
ogre, conquered his consciousness and brutally murdered the beast. Rean got scared. Although he grew up in a loving environment, he felt immense guilt for being a burden on his foster family. Next year, S.1197, Yun Ka-fai takes On Rean as a student. [4] [5] [6] [Additional 3] Yun Ka-fai taught him eight
pages one blade school fencing in the hopes that Rean could finally overcome his fear and master his power. Unfortunately Rean couldn't do it and Yun Ka-Fai had to cut his training short, even though he gave him the title at The Beginner. Trails of Cold Steel After struggling to find a way to follow in life,
Rean decides to enroll at Thors Military Academy, trying to distance himself from his foster family and become a soldier in the Army S.1204. He is placed in Class VII and sent to different locations as part of his field research. Rean is the only member of the class who does not join an out-of-school club.
Instead, he helps out with the Towa Herschel-led student council with applications from both the academy and Trista. Despite his classmates, Rean. be on good terms with all of them. Take Ymiri for a minor respite during the class visit[7][8][9][10][Annex 3][Note 3][Note 3] Rean receives a straight-back
mid-level scroll from Teo Schwarzer from Yun Ka-fai. [9] [Additional 3] 127. On the night of the Thors Military Academy Festival, a week before the beginning of the Erebonia Civil War, Rean and his classmates will conclude their trial against Loa Erebonius and discover Valimar, ashen knight in the depths
of the old schoolhouse. [11] [Note 4] Rean's peaceful life academy breaks down on 30 October, S.1204. Class VII listens to Chancellor Osborne's national address on a radio show aimed at Crossbell's illegal declaration of independence and the subsequent destruction of the Garrelia Fortress, when the
Chancellor was nabbed by Imperial Liberation Front Leader C, who was a senior and classmate of The Rean crow armbrust all along. Shocked by these events, Class VII witnesses how the Noble Alliance takes control of Heimdallr through military power and marched to conquer Trista. [12] Outside the
Trista walls, class VII fights the invading Panzer Soldats. Scarlet's Spiegel corners them, and when Rean starts pulling out the power of his ogre, he hears an inlet voice, asking him: Do you want power?. His surroundings fade, and he finds himself in a dark room with only a voice asking him to sign a
contract. The darkness comes out of Celine, who has a human voice explaining Rean must shout out the name she learned during the trial against Loa Erebonius: Valimar. [12] The power of Deus-Excellion is evident when Rean takes control of The Chooser and easily dominates Scarlet. His victory is
short-lived, but as Crow Armbrust makes his appearance on the battlefield. Crow shows himself to be Ordine's riser, Azure Knight. Under a belt with three years of experience, Crow Ordine pushed into his second form and effortlessly beat his former classmate. Valimar advises immediate tactical
withdrawal, and Rean's co-pilot, Celine, instructs Deus-Excellion to move as far away from the battlefield as possible. After the words of the person with whom Rean spent the festival at the bonfire, Valimar sets the course for Mount Eisengard, marking the end of the cold steel trails. The Trails of Cold
Steel II Rean's Awakening, almost a month later, marks the beginning of The Trails of Cold Steel II. [6] Irritated and irritated, he ignores Celine's remarks and marches his way down the Eisengard mountain range. He has stopped his tracks from The Magic Knight and, with Valimar depleted by his mana,
is forced to fight a giant on his own. Before things go wrong he was rescued by Toval Randonneur, who is joined by Elise Schwarzer and Princess Alfin Reise Arnor. They send him back to Ymir, where he reunites with his parents. They're reporting him about the civil war that's been going on for a month,
and Rean's worried about the friend he had. pulled away. The next day, The Northern Jaegers hired Ymir to attack Kreuzen Province and was severely wounded in the act. Rean, returning to Ymir Canyon, reacts to the situation by unleashing his ogre power until he is stopped by Elise. Noble Alliance
agent Altina Orion successfully kidnaps Rean's sister and princess. The next day, Rean and Toval prepared to find Rean friends. With valimar's access to the Spirit Paths and the help of Toval, Claire Rieveldt, and Sharon Kreu reader, it takes Rean ten days to find and collect the entire Class VII (minus
the Crow). Soon after their reunification, the Noble Alliance invades Ymir and invites Ran aboard its flagship Pantagruel. Their goal to continue with Rean to join his cause backfires when Rean decides to break into the room alfin was held and tries to escape with him to Pantagruel. When his ogre's power
subsides, he will be s stops by the strongest members of the Alliance on the ship's deck. Their endgame has become a stalemate with Prince Oliver on board the Brave Flies of Arnor. Vita Clotilde decides it's best for both sides of their way. The next day, Prince Oliver will be entrusted with a bold Class VII
and the captain's duty will be transferred from Victor S. Arseid to Towa Herschel. [14] Deciding that thors students would take care of East Erebonia as they head west. With Rean serving as his leader, The Brave picks up applications from places throughout East Erebonia and even visit Alster in the west
of Erebonia. [15] [16] [Additional 4] [Note 5] on 30 December S.1204, two months into the Civil War, returns to Class VII Trista and relieves it of the influence of the nobles. The academy itself is kept by the Order of the Lion, students of noble origin under the leadership of Patrick T. Hyarms. The next
morning, all thors students prepare for the invasion of imperial villa on the karel, where Emperor Eugent Reise Arnor III, Empress Priscilla, Heimdallr governor carl Regnitz and Elise Schwarzer are being held. As soon as they manage to liberate the imperial family, the Castle of Hell, where the Valflame
Palace was originally located, will appear. The missing imperialist family, Crown Prince Cedric Reise Arnori, a missing member are kept in the throne hall of the castle. After emerging victorious against Vita Clotilde and Crow Armbrust, Rean calls Valimar his final duel against the Crow-led Ordine. Rean
wins the duel and both Crow and Vita prepare to retreat when Duke Croire de Cayenne, insists on continuing his operation and forcing Cedric into Testa-Rossa, Vermillion Knight. His exposure to the blood of the imperial family triggers this curse, and it becomes a catastrophic vermillionyptus. By joining
forces, Rean and Crow manage to win by accident, but at a high price. In his latest attack, vermillion's apocalypse pierces Crow's chest, wounding him fatally. [21] In the course of the dazzling events, noble alliance Rufus Albarea reveals himself to be a key member of the Ironbloods, after which Osborne
reveals he is alive. He orders Rufus to invade Crossbell and take over the Ouroboros Phantasmal Blaze plan. Rean rushes to the Chancellor, grabs his collar and asks why he's still alive. Rufus puts his hand on Rean's shoulder, reminding him that he plays an important factor in Osborne's decision-
making. Rean had remembered that before Schwarzers was adopted, he fell into the snow by a man whose face he no longer knew. It was at this point that it dawned on him that the father who abandoned him twelve years ago was Giliath Osborne, who confirmed his descent. After the events of the
Erebonia Civil War, Reani is recognized as Ashen Chevalier, who ended the Civil War. He enters a depressive state because of the death of Crow Armbrust and the growing dominance of the Empire, but he is able to get out of it with the support of Thors' friends and teachers. In the end, he makes the
decision to serve as an army officer in the Erebonia Army, despite reservations, ultimately doing so for greater good. Trails of Cold Steel III While all remaining Class VII members go their way, Rean decides to finish his second year and graduated from the academy. In his second year, he develops a
close bond with Patrick T. Hyarms, who graduates with him. After graduating and in his second year, despite rejecting offers to join the Imperial Army in Erebonia, he still takes orders from the Imperial government because of his altruistic nature, often working with Altina Orion. During these
commandments, Rean notices that the power of his ogre is gradually becoming stronger. During his time in the Northern War, when Ouroborod unleashed the archeism move, Rean lost control of his power when he unleashed it in a desperate (but successful) attempt to keep archeism from harming
civilians. After that incident, Rean decided not to rely on power. (Later in S.1206, he slowly regained control of it thanks to his help with the pendant he received from Emma Millstein, and special training with his acquaintance, Celine.) Soon after graduation, in the spirit of his efforts to take the class, Rean
decides to become a tutor at the newly established Thors Branch Campus. His collaborators include Towa Herschel, his old upper-class wife; Randy Orlando, who despite being an SSS member and Lloyd's partner quickly befriended Rean; Michael Irving, captain of the RMP aft; and their main one is
Aurelia Le Guin, former captain of the Noble Union. Rean will be a new class VII home-room teacher. Initially composed of Juna Crawford, a girl of great animosity towards Rean and the Empire over her annexation of Crossbell (her county), but who eventually warms up her; Kurt Vander, a young
descendant of vander school who joined Thors at his brother's request Vander after losing his guardianship over nobility; And Altina, Rean's former reconnaissance division associate. Thanks to his excellent grades as a student, Rean is able to convey his subject, the data of imperial history very easily.
He takes care of his students closely. The school must undergo periodic field exercises, all of which (such as Rean's field studies during his time as a student) end up involving some degree of danger, especially at the hands of Ouroboros agents. During The Field Studies in Rean, he reunites with his
former friends from the original Class VII to see what they have been with, and also meets a number of new allies outside the class VII old and new allies. During field studies, Rean is constantly puzzled by the identity of an enigmatic man known as Azure Siegfried, who looks and sounds almost exactly
like the supposedly dead Crow Armbrust. Between the second and third field studies, two other students are taken to the class: Musse Egret, a well-informed noble girl who is in great love with Rean; and Ash Carbide, a smart but arrogant young man on the agenda. In Heimdall's latest field study, Emperor
Eugent Reise Arnor III Rean informs The Truth about Ereboniannedness, a malevolent presence in a country responsible for much of its militaristic history. Soon after, Ash, controlled by the same curse, shoots and almost kills the emperor. This leads to the appearance of gral of Erebos, and the shooting
framed Osborne and his Ironbloods as an attack on a Calvardian spy that is used to garner support for the war. With the help of both old and new Class VII - minus the arrested Ash, kidnapped by Altina and Millium Orion, who stands with her husband Ironbloods - Rean leads the charge of Gral. On the
way, it's past ouroboro agents, jaegers, Siegfried and Iron Blood. By the time they reach grali's bottom, only he, Juna, Kurt and Musse will remain. Here they face Giliath Osborne and Black Alberich, the commander of Gnomes, as well as Cedric Reise Arnor, who is holding the kidnapped Altina prisoner.
After fighting an unnamed one, the purpose of the capture of Altina is made clear; he, along with Millium, is one of two creatures created by the Black Workshop who is suited to being destroyed to unleash the curse. To prevent Altina from sacrificing, Millium walks in and allows the elta to murder herself -
it creates the initiator's Zero Sword. Seeing Millium die in front of him, Rean sends him into a state of shock; he (with Valimar) takes the sword and his power now out of control, he kills the beast. The death of the beast causes Great Twilight, an event that helped garner public support for World War II and
amplified the curse of power. Later infuriated Rean's movements attack Osborne and Alberich, but he is restrained by Crow (who is now back to his memories), Rutger and Arianrhod, all of which invite Divine Knights. Cedric and Osborne are now calling out their Divine Knights, making six gifts. For a
moment, Rean's mind will come back, and he wonders what he just did. The game ends with Osborne holding Rean to his grasp, declaring that he will now end this fairytale. Cold Steel IV tracks Welcome to the middle, beautiful. Can I have a moment of your time? Please note the spoilers Trails of Cold
Steel IV may appear in the following section. Click on [Show] on the right if the show needs to continue. Goodbye, amigos! After his capture by Osborne, Rean is imprisoned at the Black Workshop, an increasingly confusing process. After monitoring the location of the workshop, the original and new VII
classes invaded the workshop using the spirit trails of Ini. Their presence manages to unleash something within Rean to get rid of their shackles as Celine comes to him with concern, which they encounter with Crow and Duvalie, who have decided over. Rean heads to The Electr, where he finds himself
with his students, but ignores their presence until he realizes that they intend to get in his way. After weakening, Rean hears the thoughts of his students and friends, realizing that they care about him when he returns to normal, even though his hair and eyes remain white and red respectively. After they
escape from the workshop, Rean Crow and Duvaliel ask to join in, but they both refuse, claiming that their rivalry will begin soon. Eryn's witches also give him a new form to help suppress the power of his ogre, seeing that his previous one has been damaged outside of repair. Facing Crow and Duvalie at
Bryonia Island, Rean tries to convince Crow once more, but he refuses. He and Valimar emerge victorious from the rivalry, but refuse to accept Ordine because it would kill Crow. It forces Crow to join him with the reluctant Duvali. Along with his classmates, friends, and students, Rean accepts Musse's
invitation to join a secret meeting in Pantagruel. There he meets Estelle Bright and reconciles with Lloyd Bannings. He will also meet with Cassius, who will inform him of the impending trial that the master gave him, which he will discuss when the time was right. Later, Rean decides to join Prince Olivert's
Trips to Arnor's Shining Wings movement. He helps fend off the common Ouroboros and Red Constellation attack, later scolding Musse for trying a reckless solution to resolve the situation. Before the world war began, Rean and his friends and allies went to Mishelam Wonderland, spending what he
initially thought was his last day without regrets. Cassius, seeing that Rean is ready, begins the trial that Yun Ka-fai had prepared. Rean successfully completes his trial and is given the title Divine Blade, but is unable to decide the sing-off to go next. During this time, Rean beats other Awakens. But by
winning his last battle against Ishmelga, he will take over not only his power, but also the curse. There are two In Normal Ending, Rean, Crow and Millium Sakeice mselves making the curse into space and back to earth like nothing but feathers. Filling in certain required data[Note 6] allows for a true end.
At the true end, Lean uses the Earth cage[JP 3] He got from Argres to prepare for the curse, prompting Ishmelga to appear as a complete great. Together with the original and new Class VII, bracer guild and special support section, He protects Isheelga-Loge, who strives to fly as a thoght-form; Rean is
tracking and destroying it. Osborne then apps for the last time to have a brief but heartfelt talk with his son. Before they exchange their farewells, Osborne reminds Ran of the letters he received from Yun Ka-Fi, six years before that: in the dark, even in the shortest moment. I believe that you and it
compares who souls are intertwined with yours's ability to do so. [3] 2ing protect the curse and with it, the origin of his ogre power, his hair color and eyes return to normal. She continues her douties at Thors Branch Campus and attends the wedding of Delivered Trips to Arnors and Scherazerd Harvey.
There we go, spoilers end. Save time and there's a lot of me. Hajimari does Kiski Character Notes Trailer notes the cold steel lean schwarzer year 1 class VII (Unafciliad) young man who is part of Class VII. Easygoing, honesto, police, and sociable. Secret achieved in the Beginner Rank eight leaves One
Blade School. He is also the adopted son of Ymir's Baron Schwarzer. Posted by Brother He is a non-blood-related junior Nester, Elise, who attends St Astraia. Very devoted to him. Power Lean occasionally exhibits beast-like power as he roses control himself. He's been afraid since he was a kid. Lin
Schwarzer 1. He has a straight personality with core, socialism and good people. He has learned the first story of the hidden thing yaha one sword style. And an adopted child who was picked up by Baron Schwarzer's house, which heals Yumil in the northern part of the empire. Brother and sister had a
real brother-in-law named Elysee, who meant St. Astria Jogakuin. He seems to cherish it from the bottom of his heart as an older brother. When something comes out, it changes and beast-like power is displayed. Lin was afraid of it from an early age. Trails of Cold Steel II Lean Schwarzer Year 1 CLASS
VII (Unafciliad) Ashen Knights Tokener. The adopted son of Baron Schwarzer. Intermediate eight sheets one grain style. Leaving He decided to travel to the Empire to rake in his classes and rescue the pier and Princess Alfin. Spirit Unity Speaking to Princess Alfin, He finally realized what he racked up
and learned to control the Ogre Power in her. The famous hero after the war ended, he, because I know as Ashen Chevalier, the hero who helped end the war. Lin Schwarzer 1. Baron Schwarzer's family accepted him and acquired the middle story of the sword of Touhou swordman Yaha One. Decisive
to leave to reunite viI friends and decide to travel through the Civil War empire to save the cursed Princess Elysee and Empress Alfin. Lady Alfin said she noticed the thoughts of the Elysee and what she wasn't good enough for herself, and took on the power of demons. He was scared like his own. The
grey knight turned out to be the son of Prime Minister Osborne - who is called the hero of the empire, the Grey Knight, who helped end the civil war with the cavalry. Trails of Cold Steel III Rean Schwarzer CLASS VII: Special Operations (History) Rogue Teacher Charge art, Panzer Soldat training, and
history. Know the nation as a heroic Assyman. New Class VII Thinking about his time spent in old class VII, he wants his class to see each other not just in the adverts, but with similarities. Lost in control after overusing his secrets to Power Bring the North to war, he passed out for 3 days. Since then, he
can't control it anymore. Final DiscileHis Master bequeathed Him to the seventh form of The Eight Leaves One Blade. He decided to illuminate the darkness over Erebonia. Fast's Past After 14 years of silence, Osborne told Lean Why he was given Teo Schwarzer and the truth behind Scar at his best. Lin
Schwarzer VII. Group Special Affairs Department [In Charge: History and Combat Technology] a young new American instructor in charge of martial arts, armor training and history. The world has seen him as a grey knight. New Group VII students days former VII. I decided to work hard not only as a
relationship between teacher and student, but also as a companion. I lost my heart for three days because of the continued use of power demons at the request of the Imperial government, which had a lot of control over the power of the demons. Since then, I've lost control of my power. After receiving his
letter from his last disciple, YunRoko, he decided to enlighten the darkness of the Empire and himself as his last disciple. He revealed how Osborne, who had been in touch with him as his father for the first time in the last 14 years, was left to the truth of Baron Schwarzer and Lin's chest wounds. Cold
Steel IV Lin Schwarzer VII. Group special business tracks [responsible: history and fighting technology] II. He pulled the jaunder, and then he went missing. Lin was cursed at dusk for a real thing and turned into a gray demon. But he recovered at the invitation of his associates. Black Cavalry God that his
biological father Osborne has reinnity dry Kels the Great. And it turns out that all deadly evils are a black god of cavalry. With the help of Lt. Gen. Kasius, a brother driven to Okuden, he acquired the sword 仞 without himself. He was named behind Kensei in yaha itsuryu style. VII. Group You guys are the
best in the class of Lin, who gets Sarah's words and opens her face unintentionally. Feeling to turn his heart, he challenges the final battle. Gameplay Weapons Trails Cold Steel Name Cost Upgrade Materials Acquired By Kazekiri Fukiri 200 - Initial Gear [STR +75/RNG+1]Lightweight, easy to use blade
designed to cut through wind wind. Kazekiri +1 Fukiri +1 100 Kazekiri x1U-Material x1 Prologue [STR+90/SPD+3/EVA+5%/RNG+1]Easy to use blade designed to cut through the wind. Uzuki May 800 - Chapter 1 [STR+ 120/RNG + 1]Blade Forged In Winter's End, praying for a good harvest. Kisaragi
Kizuki 200 Uzuki x1U-Material x2 Chapter 1 [STR+150/SPD+3/EVA+5%/RNG+1]Sharper, more powerful version of Uzuki blade. Kogitsunemu Maru 1800 - Chapter 2 [STR + 180/RNG + 1]replica sword that apps easter legend. Rougatou Werewolf Sword 300 Kogitsunema x1U-Material x3 Chapter 2
[STR + 215/SPD + 3/EVA +5%/RNG+1]A Made Taichi It's exactly sharp. Nowaki ei Tachi Nr Tabi No Tag - Chapter 3 [STR +255/RNG+1]Decored Blade priority Angry Winds. Fuujin no Tachi style dust sword 400 Nowaki no Tachi x1U-Material x4 Chapter 3 [STR + 290/SPD + 3/EVA +
5%/RNG+1]Refined Blade, which embodies the power of raging winds. Sasameyuki Hosoyuki 4000 - Chapter 4 [STR+330/RNG+1]Tachi with a delicate snow-like pattern on this surface. Akayukikou Red Snow Sword 500 Sasameyuki x1U-Material x5 Chapter 4
[STR+365/SPD+5/EVA+10%/RNG+1]Reinforced tachi. It's a police blade with scarlet fever. Hakuu Rain 5500 - Chapter 5 [STR + 405/RNG +1]Sword that glistens Beautiful rain. Shigure Rain 600 Hakuu x1U-Material x6 Chapter 5 [STR+440/SPD+5/EVA+10%/RNG+1]Tachi cry when flat, sparks like
raindrops. Fuji Ichimonji Fuji Ichimonji 7000 - Chapter 6 [STR+480/RNG+1]Tachi forged by Fabus Easterwordsmith. Kage Ichimonji Shadow Character 700 Fuji Ichimonji x1U-Material x7 Chapter 6 6 a blade reinforced with black metal, ideal for espionage. The Yakoua- Finale [STR+555/RNG+1]A bright
blade that glows in the darkest night. Byakuya剣 1000 Yakou x1Zemurian Ore Finale [STR+600/SPD+7/EVA+15%/RNG+1]Magnified strange ore. You can probably cut the light yourself. Trails of Cold Steel II Name Cost Upgrade Materials Acquired kazekiri Kai⼤切addd - Initial gear [STR
+370/RNG+1]Lightweight, easy to use blade designed to cut through the wind. Rakuyous陽 1000 – purchase (12/1) [STR+415/RNG+1]Long sword that shines faintly in the evening sun. Kyokujitsu⼤⼤ - Rakuyou x1U-Material x1 - [STR +460/RNG+1/Crit+5%]Adapted long sword that shines vividly in the
morning sun. Kumo no Tachi⼤⼤⼤⼤2000 - Purchase (12/5) [STR+505/RNG+1]Beautiful long sword with cloud-like pattern on its blade. Souten no Tachi蒼a-1-1 - Kumo no Tachi x1U-Material x2 Upgrade [STR+ 550/RNG + 1/Crit +5%]Adapted long word cloudless blade. Purchase of 朝 3000 – purchase
(12/9) [STR+595/RNG+1]Long sword with special grain. Dissipates the light as it swung. Yuugiri⼣ — Asagiri x1U-Material x2 Ugrade [STR+640/RNG+1/Crit+5%]Adapted long sword that converts blood spray from wounds. Kogarasumaru烏4000 - Purchase (12/15) [STR+695/RNG+1]Long sword, made
to resemble the legendary Eastern weapon. Ryuugatou⽛ - Kogarasumaru x1U-Material x3 Upgrade [STR+740/RNG+1/Crit+5%]Adapted, refined long sword in both power and grace. Shunsuisa 5000 – purchase (12/19) [STR+785/RNG+1]A warm long sword forged to celebrate the arrival of spring.
Shuusui⼤⼤ - Shunsui x1U-Material x3 Upgrade [STR +830/RNG+1/Crit+5%]Custom long word with well sharpened blade. Letter from Ichimonji桐 7000 — Purchase (12/23) [STR+875/RNG+1]Long sword forged by the famous eastern craftsmanship. Tora Ichimonji寅addd - Letter Ichimonji x1U-Material
x4 Upgrade [STR+ 920/RNG + 1/Crit +5%]Custom long sword tiger design carved onto. Renge蓮 9000 - Purchase (12/27) [STR+965/RNG+1]Gentle blade that can single-speed multiple slashs. Guren紅蓮 — Renge x1U-Material x4 Upgrade [STR+1055/RNG+1/Crit+5%]Custom long word with red shine.
Senbonzakura桜 12000 - Hellish Castle [STR +1145/RNG+1/Crit+5%]The eastern sword can fall many enemies with a single slash. Hiou剣緋皇 - Zemurian Ore x1 Upgrade [STR+1235/RNG+1/Crit+10%]Long sword that makes passion for strength. Made of a strange ore. Trails of Cold Steel III Name
Cost Upgrade Materials Acquired by Hien燕燕 — — Initial gear [STR +150/RNG+1/Critical rate+5%]Light grain with wrought weight in mind. Shiranami no Tachi⼤⼤⼤2000 - Stores: 4/22 ~ [STR+ 205/RNG + 1 / Critical rate + 5%]Detailed tachi beautiful , foamy hamon. Sakanami no Ha逆a刃 - Shiranami
no Tachi ×1 U-Material x2 Forge [STR+ 250/RNG + 1 / Critical Rate + 10%]Enhanced grain unprocessed, chopped hamon. Kogarashi Ichimonji枯a 4000 - Stores: 5/20~ [STR +305/RNG+1/Critical rate +5%]Strong blade. It's reminiscent of big trees that can withstand the northerly winds. Higan no Tachi彼
- Kogarashi Ichimonji ×1 U-Material x2 Forge rate +10%]Strangely warped, improved tachi. They say the other world is reflected in its steel. Hisame氷 6000 - Stores: 6/17 ~ [STR+405/RNG+1/Critical rate +5%]Rough blade. Even the path of icy rains is undeterred. Cutting 切 — Hisame×1 U-Material x2
Forge [STR+450/RNG+1/Critical rate+10%]Blade fast enough to cut the flash. Kukoutou虚 8000 - Stores: 7/15 ~ [STR +505/RNG+1/Critical rate+5%]Rare blade that melds into empty space when it cuts. Raden no Tachi螺鈿a - Kukoutou×1 U-Material x2 Forge [STR +550/RNG+1/Critical+10%]A tachi
pearl for decoration. Always attacking the target. Shisui鏡剣-a-man - Raden ei Tachi×1 U-Material x3 Forge [STR+595/RNG+1/Critical rate+10%]Sharpened blade that shows your heart inside. Yatsubusa剣 15%]Tachi made by Black Zemurian Ore. Unleashes countless cuts. Trails of Cold Steel IV Name
Cost Upgrade Materials Acquired Raikiri Kaia切adddi - Initial gear [STR + 945/RNG + 1 / Critical rate + 4%]Blade fast enough to reduce lightning. Kourintou鱗 6000 — Purchase (8/20) [STR+1000/RNG+1/Critical rate+2%]Brilliant blade with sharp shine. He's got a descaling ham. Gekkouken虹剣 —
Kourintou x1U-Material x6 Upgrade [STR+1045/RNG+1/Critical Rate+4%]Blade, which emits a beautiful pale glow when swimming, resembling moonlight. Kenjuu no Ha剣獣刃 7000 - Purchase (8/24) [STR + 1100/RNG + 1 / Critical rate + 2%]Blade forged fangs giant nap and powerful monster. Koujuu
no Tachi吼獣ad - Kenjuu no Ha x1U-Material x7 Upgrade [STR + 1145/RNG + 1 / Critical rate + 4%]Enchanced tachi that exudes savage, beast howl when swung. Yaezakura桜 8000 - Purchase (8/27) [STR +1200/RNG+1/Critical+2%]Detailed grain, decorated with soothing cherry blossom pattern.
Kagezakura桜 - Yaezakura x1U-Material x8 Upgrade [STR + 1245/RNG + 1 / Critical Rate + 4%]mysterious blade that is further hardened every time it is exposed to night air. Murasame-Maru⼤⼤⼤⼤ 9000 - Purchase (8/29) [STR+1300/RNG+1/Critical rate+2%]Known blade so sharp, it pierces the air
like freezing rain. 剣 The ⾻⾻Ad- Murasame-Maru x1U-Material x9 Upgrade [STR+1345 RNG+1殺4%] Profit Ichimonji霞a 10000 - Purchase (9/1) [STR+1400/RNG+1/Critical+rate+2%]Tough blade. Its edge can cut its way through the mist. 咲剣 - Kasumi Ichimonji x1U-Material x10 Upgrade [STR+1445
RNG+1殺4%] Homura's 焔群 - Black Zemurian Ore x1 Upgrade [STR+1500/RNG+1/Critical rate+6%]A blade made from Must zemurian ore. Like flames, its slashes absorb everything that stands in its way. Handmade Trails Cold Steel Name Effect Class Pour the cost of acquiring an autumn leaf cutter紅
ad切 attack (Set) - Area (S) - Prevent - Delay +15Slashes enemies while dashing them. Unbalanced +10%. C 20 CP Initial Motivation激励 Support - Area (XL/Self) - STR +25% - CP +10Sively shout to wake the Allies to battle. - 30 CP Level 5 Arc Slash弧斬 Attack (Set) - Line (S) - Delay +30Unleashes
arc-shaped blast. May be off balance. B 30 CP Level 15 Gale疾s Attack (A) - (L) - There (50%)Slices up enemies high Unbalanced +20%. 35 CP Level 35 Flame Impact炎撃 Attack (Set) - Area (S) - Burn (50%) - Weak (50%)Powerful downward slash. Unbalanced +30%. S+35 CP Level 55 Flame Slash焔
Add attack - Area (M) - Burn (100%)Bathes sword in flames and slash enemies. SS 100 + CP Chapter 1 Azure Flame Slash蒼焔add attack - Area (L) - Burn (100%)Bathes sword blue flames and slash enemies. SSS 100+ CP Finale Trails of Cold Steel II Name Effect Class Cast Cost to acquire autumn
leaf cutter紅切 Unmatched +10%. C 20 CP Initial True Autumn Leaves Cutter真addi 紅adled切ad assault (Set) - Area (S) - Prevent - Delay +15Slashes enemies while dashing them. Unbalanced +10%. C + 20 CP Level 46 Motivate激励 Support - Area (XL/Self) - STR +25% - CP +10Sive shout to wake up
allies fight. 30 CP Initial Arc Slash弧斬 Attack (Set) - Line (S) - Delay +20Unleashes arch-shaped blast. May be off balance. B 30 CP Initial True Arc Slash真 弧斬 Attack (Set) - Line (M) - Delay +25An even more powerful Arc Slash. B + 30 CP Level 68 Gale疾AD Attack (Set) - Area (L) - There
(30%)Slices up enemies at high speed. Unbalanced +20%. 45 CP Initial Gale EX疾AD Attack (Set) - Area (L) - There (60%)Slices up enemies at high speed. Unbalanced +20%. A+ 45 CP level 81 flame impact炎撃 attack (Set) - Area (S) - Burn (30%) - Weak (30%)Powerful downward slash. Unbalanced
+30%. S 45 CP Initial Flame Dragons炎撃 Attack (Set) - Area (M) - Burn (50%) - Weak (50%)Strikes with flame dragon. Unbalanced +30%. S+45 CP Initial Spirit Unification⼤⼤⼤ Support - Self - STR/DEF/SPD +50%/Unleash (3 times)Unleash power sleeping within Rean. — 100 CP Act 2 Kohtuvamar騎
召喚 CallSummons Valimar, Ashen Knight. - 500 EP Act 2 Azure Flame Slash蒼焔addding Attack - Area (XL) - Burn (100%)Bathes sword blue flames and slash enemies. SS + 100 + CP initial completion slash - Dawn終aaaaa暁 Attack - All - Burn (200%)Cleaves ignorance and colors in the sky. SSS +
100 + CP Finale Fatal Autumn Leaf Cutter [23]滅 紅切AD Attack (Set) - Area (S) - Prevent - Delay +25A Deadliest Autumn Leaf Cutter. Unbalanced +20%. 20 CP - Fatal Arc Slash [23]滅 弧Adddddded斬 Attack (Set) - Line (M) - K.O. (50%) - Delay +25An Arc Slash, Which Brings Death. Unbalanced
+10%. S 30 CP — Arcane Gale [23]裏疾A Attack (Set) - Line (L) - There (100%)Gale's perfect essence. Unbalanced +30%. S+x2 50 CP – Fatal Flame Effect [23]滅.炎撃 Attack (Set) - Area (M) - Burn (60%) - Weak (60%)Powerful downward slash. Non-equilibrium +50%. SS 60 CP - Fatal Flame Dragon
[23]滅,000炎撃 Attack (Set) - Area (M) - Burn (100%) - Weak (100%)Strikes with flame dragon. Non-equilibrium +50%. SS + 60 CP Level 95 Azure Flame Slash [23]蒼焔ad-10 Attack - Area (XL) - Burn (200%)Bathes sword blue flames and slash enemies. SSS+ - Initial Completion Slash - Dawn [23]終⼤
⼤⼤⼤a 暁aa-Attack - All - Burn (300%)Cleaves ignorance and colors in the sky. 4S + 100 + CP Trails Cold Steel III Name Cost Delay Power Break Imbalance Acquire Crimson Slash緋斬 20 CP 10 D C Yes Initial Physical Physical Line M (Set) - Prevent 100% - Burn 30%Unleashes burning shockwave.
Crescent Flash弧閃 40 CP 25 B +25% Initial Physical - Area M (Set)Quickdraws blade with overwhelming force. Gale疾80 CP 30 A B +5% 4/16 Physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay+10Slices up enemies at high speed. Helix螺旋撃 60 CP 30 S + S +10% Level 40 Physical - Area S (Set) - Critical rate + 20%A
series of burning slashes that end with tornado flames. Spirit Unificationad 100 CP 0 - - 6/11 Support - Self - Trigger - STR/DEF/SPD ↑ (L) (3 times)Unleashes the power of sleeping within Rean. 7. Slash - fallen leafy , 100 + CP 40 SSS D No Prologue Physical - Ala LL (Set) - SPD ↓ (L) (5 times)Slices out
enemies in one, fleeting moment. 7. Slash - chopped leaves , addi adddi a 刻100 + CP 40 SSS + D No 7/9 Physical - Area All - SPD ↓ (L) (5 times)Slices through the battlefield for one, fleeting moment. Spirit Unification Name Cost Delay Power Break Imbalance To Eliminate Acquire Fatal Crimson Slash
滅addd 緋 斬 20 CP 20 C + C + Yes Physical - Line M (Set) - Prevent (100%) Burn (60%)Brightly Burning Crimson Slash. Fatal Crescent Flash滅 弧閃 40 CP 25 A + +40% Physical - Ala M (Set)Crescent Flash, which brings ruins. Arcane Gale裏疾90 CP 30 S B + +5% Physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay+10 -
There (50%)Gale's perfect essence. Hits twice. Fatal Helix滅.螺旋撃 60 CP 30 SS S + +10% Physical - Ala S (Set) - Critical rate +50% - Weak (50%)Helix full vicious hellfire. Ashen Fatal Leaves灰adddi 滅100 + CP 40 SSS + D No Physical - Ala LL (Set) - SPD ↓ (L) (5 times)Turns enemies ashes in one,
fleeting moment. Ashen Mortal Leaves灰ad 絶99 100 + CP 40 4S D No 7/9 Physical - Area All - SPD ↓ (L) (5 times)Rotates battlefield ashes for one, fleeting moment. Trails of Cold Steel IV Name Power Break Imbalance Cost to Acquire Crimson Slash緋s斬 D D Yes 20 CP Initial Physical - Line S+ (Set) -
Prevent (100%) Burn (30%)Triggers a burning blast. True Crimson Slash真 緋斬 D+D Yes 20 CP Level 105 Physical - Line M + (Set) - Prevent (100%) Burn (30%)slashs into the air, triggering an arc of fire on the edge of the blade. Crescent Flash弧閃 C+ B 25% 40 CP Initial Physical - Ala M
(Set)Quickdraws blade overwhelming force. Waning Crescent Slash a.com B 30% 40 CP Level 115 Physical - Ala M (Set) - DEF ↓ (S) (4 times)Silent, lethal strike that focuses on energy tachi. Gale疾 B + C 5% 80 CP Initial physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay +2Slices up enemies at high speed. Arcane Gale裏
疾 D + C + 5% 80 CP Level 125 Physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay +2Gale's perfect essence. Hits twice. Helix螺旋撃 A+ A 10% 60 CP Initial Physical - Area S (Set) - Critical rate + 20%A series of burning slashes that end in tornado flames. True Helix真.螺旋撃 S A+ 10% 60 CP Level 135 Physical - Area S
(Set) - Critical Rate + 25%Helix unlike all seen. Releases numerous flame waves. Daemon Unchained解 - — 100 CP 8/19⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤ Support - Self - Unleash- STR/DEF/SPD ↑ (L) (3 times)Unleash Rean power. Grants woke up to three turns, then Invite Invite SS S No. 400 EP 8/20 Physical -
AllSummons Valimar, Ashen Knight. Can only be used once in battle. Invite Valimar 2ヴァad ad-召喚II SSS S+ No 600 EP Level 130 Physical - AllSummons Valimar, Ashen Knight. Can only be used once in battle. Ashen Crimson Leaves灰a 絶S D No 100 + CP Initial Physical - All - SPD ↓ (L) (4
times)Turns the battlefield ashes into one, fleeting moment. Breaking Dawn奥仭剣 4S D No 100 + CP 8/31, to remove the positive effects of eight sheets techniques that drives back to darkness. Woke Up Name Power Break Imbalance Costs To Acquire Fatal Crimson Slash C D Yes 20 CP Physical - Line
S+ (Set) - Prevent (100%) Burn (40%)Brightly Burning Crimson Slash. Highest red slash C+ D Yes 20 CP Physical - Line M+ (Set) - Prevent (100%) Burn (60%)Crimson slash extremely heavy, sheathed in red flames. Fatal Crescent Flash B + B + 30% 40 CP Physical - Area M (Set)Crescent Flash, which
brings the ruins. Supreme Waning Crescent Slash B + 35% 40 CP Physical - Ala M (Set) - DEF ↓ (M) (4 times)Strike full of darkness moonless night. Infernal Gale C + 10% 80 CP Physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay +4 - There (20%)Triggers storm slashes inhuman speed. Hits twice. Supreme Infernal Gale C +
B 10% 80 CP Physical - Ala L (Set) - Delay +4 - There (30%)Gale, which destroys enemies at extreme speed. Hits twice. Fatal Helix S + A + 15% 60 CP Physical - Ala S (Set) - Critical rate + 30% - Weak (20%)Helix full vicious hellfire. Supreme Helix S 15% 60 CP Physical - Region S (Set) - Critical rate +
40% - Weak (30%)relentless sprial attack that unleashes torrents of purple flames. Graduation Slash - Twilight終Addt Luminous Abyss絶仭剣 5S D No 100 + CP Physical - All - Removes the positive effects of Eight Sheets techniques that yields life on the battlefield. Divine Knight Trails of Cold Steel II
Name Description Class CP Shiny Slash閃s斬 [Attack - Prevent - Can't Guard / Counter]Two quick strikes. 30% chance of going out of balance. B 30 Flame Impact炎撃 [Attack - Burn (50%) - Can't guard / counter]Powerful downward slash. 60% chance of off balance. 50 Flame Dragons炎撃 [Attack -
Burn (100%) - Can't guard / counter]Powerful downward slash. 60% chance of off balance. 50 Morning Moon残addition [Support - Self - 100% chance of abstaining and counter]Evades without fail, then counters. 30% chance of out of balance. — 90 Heavenly Slash衝剣 [Attack - Seal (100%) - Can not
guard/ counter]Three deadly dashes. S 110 Illuminated Domination覇斬 Destructive Effect of Union Slash - Deadly Domination Trails Cold Steel III Name Description Class Break Imbalance CP Gloss Slash閃斬 physical - one - prevent (100%) - unblocked set of two quick strikes. C 10% 30 Crescent
Flash弧adddded閃 Physical - All - DEF /ADF ↓ (S) (2 times) - UnblockableQuickdraws blade with overwhelming force. C 90% 60 Morning Moon残 One - 100% chance of abstaining and ks r'nnak. Evades ilma l'bikukumiseta, siis loendurid. 30% võimalus tasakaalust v - 30% 90 Helix Spiral Line - Ks -
Tihend (100%) - BlokeerimatuKogub Sojust tera ja vabastab põletamine tornaado leek. S 30% 90 Fatal Lustrous Karkriips [24] Ruined Shop Slashing - Ks - takistrada (100%) - BlokeerimatuL D 10% 30 Fatal Crescent Flash [24] Ruined Store Arc Store Shops F's sillin - Kõik - DEF / ADF (S) (2 korda) -
BlakeerimatuA Poolkuu Flash, mistoob Varieted. C 90% 60 Fatal Helix [24] Destruction, Helix F.S. line - Ks - Seal (100%) - UnblockableReleas topelt heeleks verega. S 30% 90 Valgustatud Domineine Sokki Elysian Domineermine [24] Store Kills of Cold Steel IV Brave Order Trails of Cold Steel III Ni mi
BP Effect Tlvihane Fire Assault Team≪ Retsu fire≫ 1 Kahju jagatud +20% (6 korda) CP +10 Raud Will ≪ stores ≫1 Saadud kahju -50% (8 korda) Taastab 10% HP / EP Divine Song [25] Singing ≪ stores≫ 2 Nr casting ae g (6 korda) Gold Dragon [26≪ Yellow Dragon≫ 5 Kriitiline m'r +50% (10 korda)
Insight (2 korda) ) Trails of Cold Steel IV Nimi BP Effect Omandama Tulvihane Fire Assault ≪ ≫ 1 Kahju antud +50% (10 korda) Insight (2 korda) Insight (2 korda) Trailers of Cold Steel IV Name BP Effect Omanda Tulvihane Fire ≪ Fire≫ ≪ 1 Kahju antud +50% (10 korda)Insight (2 korda)Radade Cold
Steel IV Nimi BP Effect Omandama Tundama Tunadihane Fire Assault ≪ fire≫ 1 Khaju Antud +50% (10 korda) Insight (2 korda) Radar Cold Steel IV Nimi BP Effect Omanda Talvihane Fire Assault ≪ ≫ 1 Kahju Antud +50% (10 korda) Insight (2 korda)Radade Cold Steel IV Nimi BP Effect Omlivihane
Fire Assault ≪ ≫ 1 Khaju antud +50% (10 korda) Insight (2 korda 2 0% (4 korda) CP +8 Esialgne tuli vihane Fire EX assault team≪ refire≫ store 1 Tekitatud khaju +20% (6 korda) CP +1 10 Trial Chess [m'rkus 1] Crimson Lotus Onslaught ≪ Beniren≫ 1 Khaju Jagatud +25% (6 korda) CP +12 Trial
Chest m'rkus 2] Raud prevention ≫ ≪ 0% (6 korda) Taastab 10% HP / EP Esiargne raud on EX store control team ≪ stores ≫ stores Store 2 Saadud kahju -40% (8 korda) Taastab 12% HP / EP Trial Rnus [m'rdus 3] Must kilkokon robust ≪ ≫ 2 Saad ud khahju -60% (8 korda) Taastab 15% HP / EP



Trial rnus [m'rkus 4] ≪ ≫ Stores 3 Nr Casting aeg 6 korda) ATS tõstetud (S) (2 korda) Esialgne Divine Song EX Singing ≪ stores≫ stores 3 Nr casting aega (6 korda) ATS tõstatatud (M) (3 korda) Katserinnus [m'rkus 5] Dark Moon stores ≪ shops≫ 3 nr casting aega (6 korda) ATS tõstatatud L) (4
korda) Katserinnus[m'rkus 6] Gold Dragon Store ≪ Huanglong≫ 5 Kriitiline m Insight (2 korda) Esiargne Gold Dragon EX Store ≪ Huanglong ≫ Shops 5 Kriitline m Trial chest[m'rkus 7] Divine Dragon Pole Shops ≪ Shops Dragon ≫ 5 Kriitline M'r +60% (10 korda) Insight (2 korda) Kohtuprotsess rynnus
[m'rkus 8] .Letud Bryonia Island, 2. pool (店店オ店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店店 Nõuab Reanit ja Kurti. Koletise tase on 95. ↑ Leitud Auros Coastal Road 2 (店ウ店店店店店店店 2) rannas. Nõuab Reanit, Alisat, Fie'i ja Jusis't. Koletise tase on 121.
Leetud Bryonia Island, 1o. Nõuab Reanit ja Junat. Koletise tase on 93. Leand Milsante Byroad 2 (store store store 2). Nõuab Reanit, Ellioti, Machias't ja Srat. Koletise tase on 99. Leetud West Highway 2 (2). Calls For Reain and Altina. The monster level is 96. ↑ Found at the Stella Spirit Shrine (霊窟).
Calls For Rean, Musse, Emma and Duvalie. The monster's level is 133rd↑ Found at the Drago Spirit Shrine (霊窟). Calls for Reain and Crow. The monster level is 96. ↑ Found in Stargazer's Tower (⾒. Calls For Rean, Ashes, Laura and Gaius. The monster level is 138. Orbment Trails Cold Steel Trails
Cold Steel II Trails of Cold Steel III Trails of Cold Steel IV Bond Events Trails Cold Steel Situation Character Dialogue Parting Words Alisa Alisa Rean, I can't do this. There are so many things I want to say right now. You gave me the courage to find my way in life. That's why, this time, I want to be the one
to help you find yours!... And when we meet again... I'm going to tell you everything that's in my heart! Laura s. arseid ... Stay calm, Rean. I stand and fight here as your sword. And I swear to you, this blade must not be broken! Not until it returns to your side! Emma Millstein, I'm sorry, Rean. I wanted to
tell you everything, but it seems I don't have a chance... But you accepted me, no matter what. It made me happier than you think... I've been watching you all this time, and I can tell you that: you're going to get through this! I know you can! Fie Claussell Back when I was with Zephyr, I could not protect
them ... But it's different now. I'm fighting, Rean. You and the others are my family now, and I will not let anyone hurt you! Elliot Craig Ahaha... To be honest, I'm scared right now. Scared, really. But if it means keeping you safe, I'm not going to let that fear get over me. Playing music with you was one of
my happiest memories, and I'm going to keep fighting until we can earn more! Machias Regnitz Rean... Because of you, I really believe we can make this country better, and I want you to be a part of it. Together, I know we're going to find a way to turn the Empire into a place where everyone can hold
their heads high, regardless of class. So... This isn't goodbye. It's just goodbye until we meet again... Jusis Albarea ... Don't lose your confidence for something like that. You gave me the courage to step out of my father's shadow. You will not be defeated here; I won't allow it! We are nobles, and we have
a duty to our country and our people. Show me, Rean, what a noble court means to you...! Gaius Worzel as I said during the afterparty, this country is my second home now. I really meant it. So if that means protecting the land we hold dear, then I can withstand all the hardships. Let the wind and the
Goddess lead your way. I know one day we'll meet again. Millium Orion, who stands with all of you here, makes me feel stronger than I've ever done before. I've grown up in other people's battles. This is the first time I've been able to fight for what I want. Ehehe, I can't do this. It's a nice feeling to have
friends. I don't want to lose it. Quotes Gallery Trails of Cold Steel Introduction Trails of Cold SteelMemories - Yun Ka-fai and Rean SchwarzerVestless &amp;amp; Casual ClothesSchool Clothes VariationsCasual Clothes VariationsAd photo of this gallery Of Cold Steel II Memories - Rean Ashen
ChevalierMemories - Osborne leaving Rean in Ymir (vague)Memories - Osborne leaving Rean ymir (deleted)Memories - Rean and Elise attacking monsterMemories - Rean fighting monsterMemories - Rean coming to the senses after killing the monsterAdddit the photo of this gallery of Cold Cold III Full
Length (Spirit Fusion)S-Craft (Spirit Fusion) zoomYoung Rean with his mother Kasia.Introduction Trails of Cold Steel III Collision with Azure Siegfried {{g| Sen III|4}}. Rean loses control of the Grail of Erebos {{g| Sen III | F}} . Advertising shot by Agate with Rean and Tita.Variant battle portraitPre-production
portraitAd photo of this gallery Trails of Cold Steel IV Rean at Imperial WeddingRean at Imperial WeddingRean, Millium and Claire in HeimdallrPre production screenshotPre-production screenshotPre-production screenshotAd photo of this gallery Hajimari not Kiseki Other games Langrisser Mobile Add a
photo to this gallery Links Trivia Notes ↑ Japanese version, Rean's name will be put in quotation marks. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel II S.1204, is said to have happened 8 years ago. [4] [Additional 3] ↑ Trails of Cold Steel II, on December 5, Bleublanc says it is 2 months since they last spoke, which refers to the
trip ymir took place around October 5. ↑ Technically, it was discovered by Valimar the next day, 24. ↑ There will be at least 15 days after the vii class commitments were fulfilled. [17] Cold Steel II tracks do not concern alster events, but both Cold Steel III tracks and Cold Steel IV tracks. This meeting can
take place either in a hidden quest during the Trails of Cold Steel IV, Finale: Scattered petals, dying from flames or after accessing the portal at the base of Tuatha de Danann after reaching Normal Ending. Games ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 Cold Steel III, Chapter 4: Radiantdallr, 07/17. ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2
Trails of Cold Steel IV, Act 3: Searchers Dawn, 08/27. ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 Cold Steel Trails of Cold Steel III, Chapter 3: Pulse of Steel, 06/10. ↑ 4.0 4.1 Cold Steel II Tracks, Prologue: Depth of Despair, 11/30. ↑ Cold Steel Tracks, Chapter 1: Abnormal Studies, 04/24. ↑ 6.0 6.1 Cold Steel II tracks, prologue:
Depth of despair, 11/29. ↑ Cold Steel tracks, 6. ↑ Cold Steel II tracks, break: Pantagruel board, 12/12. ↑ 9.0 9.1 Cold Steel II tracks, prestory, break. ^ Cold Steel II tracks, break: Pantagruel board, 12/05. ↑ Cold steel tracks, Last chapter: Put to the test, 10/23. ↑ 12.0 12.1 Cold Steel Tracks, last chapter:
Put to the test, 10/30. ↑ Cold Steel II tracks, break: Pantagruel aboard, 12/13. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel II, Act 2: Awakening Lions, 12/13. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel III, Pre-story. ^ 16.0 16.1 Cold Steel III. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel II, Act 2: Awakening Lions, 12/15. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel IV, Act 3: Seekers Dawn, 08/29.
↑ Trails of Cold Steel IV, Act 2: Targeting 08/22. ↑ Cold Steel II tracks, finale: Forward, relentlessly, 12/30. ↑ 21.0 21.1 21.2 21.3 Cold Steel II tracks, finale: Forward, relentlessly, 12/31. ↑ Trails of Cold Steel IV, Finale: Scattered Petals, Dying Flames, 09/01. ↑ 23.0 23.1 23.2 23.3 23.4 23.5 23.6 Available
after Spirit Unification use. ^ 24.0 24.1 24.2 24.3 Available in the second form of Valimar. ^ Learned after a scene from Isthmia Great Forest, Trails of Cold Steel III, Chapter 1: Reunion. ^ Learned after a duel against Aurelia Le Guin, Trails of Cold Steel III, Finale: To Whom Bell Tolls. ^ Trails of Cold Steel
IV, Eventide: Night of Promises, 08/31. ↑ Cold Steel III. ↑ Cold Steel III. Rean had struggled with the side-quest Tip of Spear with a player using Jessica Schleiden Additional running Japanese community content available on CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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